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Abstract
The World Wide Web has become a primary source of information gathering. By increases
of its use knowledge become scattered over WWW. Peoples go online to get their desired
information but due to absence of appropriate classification, desired information is being retrieved
after putting some additional effort. The challenge of classification of knowledge is under research
because of dynamicity and type of contents knowledge contained in. On the other hand software
agents are special and intelligent programs having ability of working through a wide variety of
devices and on a bigger data communication protocol canvas to achieve assigned task. This paper
presents the process of knowledge classification through software agents in a modular fashion
with detailed discussion on the process of Analysis/Evaluation of knowledge item object using
Inference Rule Engine.
Keywords: Knowledge Classification, Knowledge identification, Representation of Knowledge, User
Search Categorization, Web Searching, Software Agents.

1.

Introduction
Agent-based systems are becoming
commonplace since last few years and getting
more attention in development of intelligent
systems and technologies. Whereas the
information being gathered from World Wide
Web is large enough hence some efficient
methodology is required for its archiving and
management. Knowledge classification is one of
the solutions of the identified issue. Though it is
not the only solution of this problem but it also
solves the problem of the relevance of
information retrieval in searching and many
more. New information on World Wide Web is
constantly being generated and updated. To
address this problem efficient technique is
required to classify the knowledge item got from
cyberspace that may continuously needed
continual learning process to carry on the
operations. This will facilitate to acquire
knowledge step by step and synchronize
dynamic and adaptive scenario of information in
cyberspace (Park, et al., 2004).

In order to classify knowledge
automatically, we must have knowledge of rules
by the help of which we can enable a system to
classify knowledge automatically (Andrei, et al.,
2007). Knowledge classification and knowledge
categorization is the term synonymously used in
this paper. This paper focuses on knowledge
classification resided in any document
type instead of only textual document
classification. (Jones, et al., 2009). In entire
process of knowledge classification only
Analysis/Evaluation of knowledge item using
Inference Rule Engine (MCRDR) has been
focused. Knowledge item will be treated as
object or data structure having list of attributes
with document type. It can be any type of
document like text documents, images, videos,
audios etc (Macskassy Sofus, Provost Foster,
2008). It will not contain the actual data or
documents in any case rather summary or
keywords upon which inference rule engine will
work. Knowledge items other than textual
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documents require meta information associated
with file format for its tagging (Li Tao, et al.,
2009).
2. Software agents
Software agent is defined as “an
umbrella term for a heterogeneous body of
research and development” (Hyacinth, 1996).
Software agents are not merely confined to
computer science but also involve diverse fields
such as sociology, psychology, etc (Tosic, et al.,
2004). According to Russell and Norvig agent
performs two tasks: It senses its surrounding
environment through sensors and performs
actions in it with its effectors. One of the
familiar definitions of the agents is known as the
special software that involve in communications,
bargaining, coordination, and perform so many
other actions autonomously same as being done
in real life (Michael Pazzani and Daniel Billsus,
2004).
3. Knowledge classification process
A process of knowledge classification
consists on the following sub-processes, shown
in (Fig.1).
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a

Analysis of knowledge item object for its
possible classification

b

Placement of knowledge item object in
knowledge repository under certain classes
identified by defined rules.

3.1 Knowledge acquisition. It is a process in
which knowledge items are acquired from
WWW through software agents available at web
and web crawlers. In the entire process of
knowledge classification this acquisition can
easily be automated which will gather
information item of any type for knowledge
classification.
3.2 Transformation of knowledge item into
unified format. It is the process in which any
document type will be converted into unified
knowledge item object by the help of
transformation layer. Transformation layer will
deal the complexity of reading meta-information
associated with the document as shown in
figure-2. By keeping in mind the dynamicity of
WWW and type of documents, file formats on
WWW are introduced at this layer (Xu, J.,
2000). By unifying the knowledge item object,
addition of new types of document will not have
effect on the implementation of Inference Rule
Engine as this complexity will be dealt by
transformation layer. This process will work
automatically and just a plug-in/driver requires
when any new type of document is introduced.

Fig. 1: Process of Knowledge Classification

a

Knowledge acquisition

b

Transformation of knowledge item into
unified format.

c

Analysis/Evaluation of knowledge item
object using Rule Based Engine

Fig. 2: Transformation of Knowledge in
Specified formats
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3.3 Analysis/Evaluation of Knowledge item. It
is a process which works on the attributes of
knowledge item object in order to identify its
class to place at appropriate position in the
hierarchy of knowledge repository.
3.4 Knowledge Repository. It is a hierarchical
data structure in which knowledge items are
organized in term of their classes after process
of Analysis/Evaluation of Knowledge item
object.
The most crucial process in the entire
process of knowledge classification is the
Analysis/Evaluation of knowledge item object
through inference rule engine, MCRDR as
mentioned in (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Analysis and Evaluation Process

In order to implement this process we
will need knowledge to define and maintain
Inference Rule Engine. Performance of
knowledge base is based upon Effectiveness of
Domain Expert and knowledge engineer.
Knowledge tree has been proposed as data
structure to store knowledge classification but in
order to cope up the situation where a
knowledge item belongs to more than one
classes, its reference should be stored instead of
complete knowledge item. This functionality
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can either be handled by File System or
implementation of MCRDR inference Rule
Engine. If we go for our own way to store
knowledge item on storage media then we can
index the knowledge item in term of most
frequently used items, to have better searching.
Knowledge repository then will be the tree
structure which only holds the reference of
actual knowledge item, where as actual
knowledge item will be stored somewhere in file
system (J.I. Col, 2003).
4. Proposed Technique For Implementation
The Multiple Classification RippleDown Rules (MCRDR) has been found useful
technique for knowledge identification. Opposite
to ML (Machine Learning) process the RippleDown rules builds incremental base to classify
knowledge over time based on the process of
differentiation through specialist. That specialist
and skilled is capable to identify major
properties when the Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR) system of Ripple-Down rule accesses and
points out the problems that are recognized by
the specialists as unsuitable. Through this
process knowledge acquisition is applicable and
hence some other rules are formed. This type of
methodology and algorithm makes possible
Ripple-Down rules feasible to design and
dynamically adjusted to match the adaptable
nature of cyber information (Park, et al., 2004).
Rule Engine Knowledge base inference
is an
n-ary tree as shown in (Fig.4), where
every node in the tree represents a rule having a
relative problem. The inference process will
involve all rules involved to actual and targeted
parents focused against the list of attributes in
knowledge item object. Therefore, the process is
initiated by analyzing the root rule and the
moving downward stage by stage till a leaf node
is appeared or none of the child node evaluates
to true (Park, et al., 2003). Since various
pathways of refinement may be gone through
and various findings can be considered and
opted amongst the list. This shows that ending
and conclusive rule on each pathway gives final
result in form of conclusion for the considered
case (Dazeley, R. and B., Kang, 2003).
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the MCRDR inference rule engine may perform
its operations. Magnificence of MCRDR is that
it can work on incremental knowledge, which
can cope up the World Wide Web dynamicity.
Future work for this research will be
improvement of sub-processes of knowledge
classification process. Another aspect in which
future work focuses is defining relationship
between user searching goal and knowledge
item other than keyword based approach. Since
user searches are aimed for particular goals and
these goals are achieved by retrieving desired
knowledge item.

Fig. 4: MCRDR Knowledge base inference

5.

Conclusion
The main focus of this research is to
build a process for knowledge classification or
categorization. In entire process the concept of
knowledge identification using MCRDR
technique as inference rule engine has been
implemented. This research does not deal with
the knowledge classification specifically with
respect to contents in which knowledge resides;
rather process decouples the logic of inference
rule engine by introducing a unified knowledge
item. MCRDR inference rule engine has been
proposed in the model that analyzes the unified
knowledge item, through the rules defined by
domain expert and knowledge engineer. Finally
knowledge item is placed under the
classifications identified.
Another useful aspect of the process of
knowledge classification mentioned in the model
is modularization. An implementation and
improvement has been done in the desired area
like knowledge acquisition, transformation of
knowledge item into unified format and
Analysis/Evaluation of Knowledge Item.
Transformation layer takes care of the
representation of knowledge item in a form as
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